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Conflict Update # 235 

October 17th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 65,850 (+530) soldiers killed, 2,548 (11) enemy tanks, 5,219 (+14) armored  combat vehicles, 1,622 

(+23) artillery systems, 372 (+6) MLRS systems, 188 (+1) air defense systems, 268 (+0) warplanes, 242 (+0) helicopters, 

1,276 (+35) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 318 (+2) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,985 (+16) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 144 (+1) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

By the numbers – viewing the 

numbers above, it appears that Ukraine 

has launched an offensive, presumably in 

Kherson Oblast where they have been 

threatening advances for a week from 

the southwestern flank. 530 Russian 

fatalities in a single day speaks to a fairly 

large battle, coupled with 48 military 

vehicles and an air defense system. 

Russian air strikes have destroyed 

almost one-third of Ukraine's 

power stations since October 10 as 

Moscow launched a fresh wave of air 

attacks that hit Kyiv and other Ukrainian 

cities. 

'Their Losses Were Large': In 

Liberated Lyman – Although 

transpiring some weeks ago, the vast 

numbers of Russian bodies are still lying 

in Ukrainian morgues across the region. 

There are still refrigerated trainloads of 

dead Russian across Ukraine with the 

Kremlin yet to make any effort to recover 

the remains of their fallen soldiers. 

Russian forces conducted drone 

and missiles strikes against residential 

areas and critical infrastructure facilities 

throughout Ukraine on October 17. 
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Russian drone strikes against residential areas in Kyiv on October 17 are indicative of Russian forces prioritizing 

psychological terror over tangible battlefield gains. 

Yevgeny Prigozhin and affiliated Telegram channels are increasingly commenting on the ineffectiveness of 

traditional Russian military institutions, which may be undermining the Kremlin. 

A Russian Su-34 crashed near a residential building in Yeysk, Krasnodar Krai on October 17, killing a reported 

15 tenants. 

Russian sources continued to discuss potential Ukrainian counteroffensive operations northwest of Svatove on 

October 16 and 17. 

Russian sources continued to claim that Ukrainian Forces are conducting counteroffensive operations in 

Kherson Oblast on October 16 and 17. 

Russian forces conducted ground assaults in Donetsk Oblast on October 16 and 17. 

Ukrainian forces continued to strike Russian concentrations of manpower and equipment in Zaporizhia Oblast 

on October 16 and 17. 

Russian authorities continued measures to exert full control over the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP). 

Moscow City officials announced the completion of partial mobilization in the city on October 17, likely 

in an effort to subdue criticism among Moscow residents of reports of illegal mobilization in the city. 

Russian and occupation administration officials continue to promote “vacation” programs to residents of 

Russian-occupied territories likely as pretext for the deportation of Ukrainian citizens and the resettlement of Russian 

citizens. 

Retaking Kherson City Is Critical - Ukraine is continuing to press forward in its Kherson Oblast counteroffensive, a 

senior U.S. military official told reporters, including from The War Zone, Monday. 

“We continue to see deliberate and calibrated operations by the Ukrainians to move forward but have no major 

updates provided in terms of territory taken back,” said the senior U.S. military official, speaking on the condition of 

anonymity. “We do assess that Russian forces continue to reinforce their defensive lines against Ukrainian forces.” 

"The Dnipro River is a formidable obstacle for its entire course in Ukraine,” ISW states. “Any military would struggle to 

cross it in the face of prepared defenders.” 

The current position of Russian troops on the west bank of the Dnipro River in Kherson Oblast “is therefore a vital piece 

of terrain” both now and in the unlikely event that both sides agree to a ceasefire. 

If the Russians hold that position, “the prospects for a renewed Russian offensive in southern Ukraine would be vastly 

improved,” according to ISW. Should Ukraine recapture the entire west bank of the river, “the Russians would likely 

find ground attacks against southwestern Ukraine extraordinarily difficult. The long-term defensibility of Mykolayiv, 

Odesa, and the entire Ukrainian Black Sea coast thus rests in no small part on the liberation of western Kherson.” 

The east bank of the Dnipro River is “strategically critical” as well, according to ISW. 
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“Russian military positions in these areas allow Russian forces to bring artillery, drone, and missile fire against much of 

the Ukrainian Black Sea coast from many short-range systems without having to use expensive longer-range capabilities 

that will always be in shorter supply,” according to ISW. “Ukraine’s hold on its entire western Black Sea coast will 

remain tenuous as long as Russia holds territory in southwestern Kherson much further north than the 2014 lines.” 

The Dnipro River “should not be Ukraine’s first line of defense, but rather its last,” according to ISW. “Contested river 

crossings are very difficult but can be made easier if the attacker can make all preparations right at the river, including 

establishing protected artillery positions, pre-positioning bridging equipment, amassing necessary supplies, and 

generally laying in all the infrastructure needed to get across a wide river while the defenders fight back. The river is 

most reliable as a defense if the Russians must first advance to it and then prepare to cross it while Ukrainian defenders 

disrupt their efforts.” 

Comment – Ukrainian preparation to advance from the southwest (blue arrows in the map above) has not been 

apparent in recent weeks and, together with absolute Ukrainian radio silence, is indicative of them preparing for an 

advance to retake the western side of the River Dnipro. We have been speaking to this offensive for weeks in our 

Updates, and it appears to be looming larger as we speak. 

Reports have been received of Russia evacuating soldiers out of the region over the past few days in anticipation of 

such a Ukrainian offensive. They have also been trying to evacuate Kherson civilians back into Russia. 

Aside from the military advantage to Ukraine in retaking possession of the entire Kherson Oblast, there is the role it 

plays in day-to-day Crimean survival, providing all of its water supplies and provides a land bridge to the mainland 

outside that of Kerch Bridge, itself vulnerable to assault, as seen recently.  
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Eastern Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna 

Line) - Russian sources continued to discuss 

Ukrainian counteroffensive operations 

northwest of Svatove on October 16 and 

October 17. A Russian milblogger claimed that 

Ukrainian troops around the Kupyansk area in 

northeastern Kharkiv Oblast are preparing to 

push east towards Nyzhna Duvanka, about 14km 

north of Svatove.  

Russian sources, including the Russian MoD, also 

reported that Russian forces inflicted air and 

artillery strikes on the Ukrainian grouping in the 

Kupyansk area on October 16 and October 17. 

Russian forces additionally continue to reinforce 

their positions along the Svatove-Kreminna-

Lysychansk line and conducted limited ground 

attacks west of Kreminna in order to regain lost 

territory between Lyman and Kreminna.  

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) noted on 

October 17 that Russian troops attempted an 

unsuccessful attack on Torske, 15km west of 

Kreminna, which is consistent with claims made 

by Russian milbloggers that Russian troops are 

fighting for ground in this area. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - 

Russian sources continued to claim that 

Ukrainian forces are conducting 

counteroffensive operations in northern 

Kherson Oblast on October 16 and October 17. 

Ukraine’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) released an intercepted phone call yesterday wherein a Russian 

servicemen states that Ukrainian troops will conduct counteroffensive operations in Kherson Oblast in the coming days. 

Several Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian troops attempted to push south from the Nova Kamianka-Dudchany 

line towards Mylove and Piatykhatky, and additionally claimed that Ukrainian troops attempted to break through their 

lines in northwestern Kherson Oblast near Davydiv Brid and that Ukrainian troops northwest of Kherson City conducting 

artillery preparation of the battlefield. These Russian claims remain unsubstantiated. 

Ukrainian military officials maintained operational silence regarding Ukrainian ground maneuvers on October 16 and 17 

but generally emphasized that Russian troops in this area are conducting active defense along the entire Kherson 

Oblast frontline.  

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command noted that Ukrainian troops continue their interdiction campaign to target 

Russian military, transportation, and logistics assets and concentration areas throughout Kherson Oblast.  
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Social media footage provided visual 

evidence of Ukrainian strikes in the Nova 

Kakhovka-Beryslav area (about 60km east 

of Kherson City) on October 16 and 17. 

Footage posted on October 16 shows the 

aftermath of a claimed Ukrainian strike on 

a Russian personnel concentration in 

Kalynivka, 30km southeast of Nova 

Kakhovka.  

Residents of Nova Kakhkova reported 

explosions near the city on October 16. 

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

stated that they destroyed two Russian 

ammunition depots and an air-defense 

object near Beryslav on October 16. 

Geolocated images posted on October 17 

show a Russian-constructed barge-bridge 

across the Dnipro River near the 

Antonivskyi Bridge, suggesting that Russian 

troops are continuing to reconstitute river 

crossings near Kherson City following 

consistent Ukrainian strikes on the 

Antonviskyi Bridge. 

Referring to the map on page 3 above, it 

can be seen where Ukrainian strikes will 

originate from. 

Ukraine has not made any statements or 

provided any indication of their intent. 

But, after making significant progress a few weeks ago, it is reported that they are regrouping, moving artillery closer to 

the front line and securing supply chain connections. 

Once aligned, they will advance to the next stage of their counteroffensive. 

Reports indicate that this is about to commence. 

On defense in Bakhmut, Ukrainian forces hit from all sides - Soldiers with Ukraine's 30th Mechanized Brigade 

say they have been hit from all sides around the key Ukrainian city of Bakhmut. Russian forces have been making slow 

but steady progress in the area. RFE/RL's Maryan Kushnir was with the Ukrainian troops and has this report from one of 

the hottest zones in the war. 

Belarusians fight for Ukraine with an eye on ousting Lukashenko - "It is our war because we have a motto in 

the regiment: we liberate Belarus through the liberation of Ukraine." 

These are the words of Vadim Kabanchuk, a Belarusian fighting for Kyiv in the Ukraine war.  
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Kabanchuk believes only by defeating Russia in Ukraine will Belarus free itself of long-time leader Lukashenko, a key ally 

of Russia's Putin, won a disputed presidential election in 2020, sparking protests. 

"We have one enemy: Putin's regime and his puppet Lukashenka," said Kabanchuk. "Of course, we would not want to 

fight with our own countrymen [Belarusians], but if they started entering Ukraine, we would meet them first, and we 

would ask the Ukrainian leadership for this. 

"We want this because we hope that most of them will join us. This will be the end of Lukashenka's regime. We will 

then go with them to the territory of Belarus, and we will also remove the regime, and finally, we will free the 

Belarusian people from the dictatorship.” 

Kabanchuk fights in a special regiment that was established for Belarusians in Poland, named after the 19th-century 

revolutionary, Kastus Kalinouski. 

Panic as Russia drags another neighbor to the brink of war - Russia is sending as many as 9,000 servicemen 

and hundreds of armored vehicles to Belarus, the Belarusian Defense Ministry said Monday. According to the ministry, 

Belarusian forces are set to conduct live fire exercises and anti-aircraft guided missile launches with the Russians. 

It is the latest sign that Belarus, which Putin has used as a staging ground for the war in Ukraine, may be preparing its 

armed forces for more action. 

Belarusian leader Lukashenko said earlier this month he agreed with Putin that there should be a joint regional group of 

troops “in connection with the aggravation on the western borders of the Union State,” referring to the “union state” 

between Russia and Belarus that fuses the countries’ militaries, banking, and other sectors. 

Ukrainian “Notice of Death” – Ukraine meticulously documents every Russian casualty by obtaining, where 

possible, their identification papers and then advising their next-of-kin of the death, injury or capture.  

This way they maintain a database of enemy casualties and, more importantly, spread bad war news in Russia amongst 

victims’ families. 

With decades of Warsaw Pact experience in military maneuvers and positioning, Ukraine is keenly aware of how to 

reach Russian victims’ families within Russia itself. 

Another Russian Black Sea fleet warship hit? – Reports are coming in of another large Russian Black Sea fleet 

warship aflame at sea after having been struck by Ukrainian anti-ship missiles. We will keep watching for further news.  

Humanitarian 

The new UN human rights chief says the recent escalation of Russia's war in Ukraine is "deeply troubling," 

especially reports of kamikaze drone attacks in urban areas. 

Comment – Russia is a cowardly nation. Any attack against innocent unarmed civilians from afar, as in the buzz 

bombing attacks by the Nazis against Britain in WWII, is a ghastly tactic. And when conducted from distant firing 

positions, they constitute a cowardly trait. 

Russia cannot defeat a smaller nation because of its corruption, arrogance and leadership stupidity. But – killing women 

and children whilst hiding away and not fighting your day is the personification of cowardice. 

This is without considering their actions in tying the hands of prisoners – soldiers, men, women and children all – and 

then torturing and executing them – not in any fair exchange or confrontation. Russian soldiers tie their hands in order 

that they can abuse and kill them without fear of them defending themselves. 
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Russia is a coward nation populated by cowards. 

UN finds Russia responsible for ‘vast majority’ of potential war crimes in Ukraine - A UN commission found 

Russian forces were responsible for the “vast majority” of human rights violations in the early weeks of the war in 

Ukraine, including attacks on civilians that were potential war crimes. 

In a report on events in four northern provinces, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Ukraine 

found that Russian forces had indiscriminately shelled areas they were trying to capture and “attacked civilians trying 

to flee.” 

It also found abuses committed by Ukraine, including two cases of people who were out of action who were shot, 

wounded or tortured. 

“Russian armed forces are responsible for the vast majority of the violations identified, including war crimes. Ukrainian 

forces have also committed international humanitarian law violations in some cases, including two incidents that 

qualify as war crimes,” the UN Human Rights Council said in a summary of the report. 

The report covered events in Ukraine’s northern Kyiv, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, and Sumy regions in late February and March 

2022, following Russia’s February 24 invasion. (LIVE UPDATES: Russia-Ukraine crisis) 

All four of those provinces have since been fully recaptured by Ukraine, after Russia’s assault on the capital failed. 

Ukrainian forces that recaptured areas near Kyiv found scores of bodies in the streets and mass burial sites of people 

killed under Russian occupation. 

Moscow denies deliberately targeting civilians, though it has flattened villages, towns and cities across Ukraine during 

what it initially called a “special military operation” to disarm its neighbor. Kyiv has said it will punish abuses committed 

by its own forces but believes the number of such incidents is small. 

Geopolitics 

Gagauzia - Moldova’s autonomous region where Soviet-era Russification and Moscow’s political influence 

remain strong. 

The autonomous region of Gagauzia in southern Moldova is home to roughly 160,000 people. Also known as Gagauz 

Yeri, the region is mainly populated by Gagauz: a Turkic minority that is predominantly Orthodox Christian and, as a 

lasting consequence of Soviet hegemony, Russian speaking.  

Like the more famous breakaway region of Transnistria, Gagauzia declared itself independent in 1990 amid the USSR’s 

slow-motion collapse. And although it reintegrated with Moldova just four years later, Gagauzia’s relationship with the 

central government in Chișinău remains tense.  

In a dispatch for The Beet, Moldovan journalist Paula Erizanu reports on how this autonomous region, which was 

established to safeguard the Gagauz language and culture, has retained its Soviet-era Russification and Moscow’s 

political influence. 

In response to the deliberate Soviet policy of Russification, the Gagauz language underwent a revival during the 

Glasnost era. In the late 1980s, as Romanian speakers across Moldova reclaimed their language and culture, the Gagauz 

also advocated for a return to their own heritage. The Ion Creangă State Pedagogical University in Chișinău launched a 

popular Gagauz language degree program. But in 2005, after Comrat State University successfully fought for a 

monopoly over the study of Gagauz, the department was closed down. Today, Gagauz is only taught there as a master’s 

degree for teachers of the language.  
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The Russian language’s dominance comes with political implications: it means Gagauz 

people consume more Russian than Moldovan media and tend to have pro-

Kremlin political allegiances, despite the fact that most investment in local 

infrastructure comes from Chișinău, Turkey, and the European Union. 

“Our princess,” says one corner shop vendor, referring to Moldovan President 

Maia Sandu, “has gone to New York to ask for the withdrawal of Russian troops 

from Transnistria.” The breakaway region in Moldova’s east has had some 

20,000 tons of Soviet ammunition and 1,500 Russian soldiers stationed there as 

“peacekeeping troops” since the Transnistria War in 1992. “But they 

have been there for 30 years, since we were one country, [the USSR],” the 

vendor adds. 

Like Transnistria, but unlike the rest of Moldova, Gagauzia has preserved its Lenin 

statue in the center of Comrat, as well as its Soviet- era street names. Three years after 

Moldova gained independence from Moscow in 1991, the southern region was 

given autonomy following tensions and clashes between Chișinău and Comrat, 

which the Kremlin had fueled since the Soviet Union’s final years. (According to former 

MPs Ion Hadârcă and Alexandru Arseni, the last head of the USSR’s Supreme Soviet Anatoly 

Lukyanov threatened Moldova's officials with “two autonomies” if they didn't participate in the 

1991 referendum, which would have legalized the 1940 Soviet annexation of present-day Moldova.) 

Speaking at Comrat State University in September, President Sandu announced a 2023 Romanian language program for 

adults in Gagauzia. Later that same day, during a meeting at Gagauzia’s legislature, the representatives of the People’s 

Assembly asked her why she calls her native tongue Romanian rather than “Moldovan” (as the Soviets called it, to 

promote a new national identity, separate from Romania). They also asked why she wasn’t going to Moscow to 

negotiate cheaper gas prices — a question popularized by pro-Kremlin political parties in Moldova, in an attempt to 

blame Sandu’s administration for rising energy prices and the ensuing inflation. Gagauz and Moldovan media affiliated 

with pro-Russian parties presented the visit as a defeat for Sandu. 

A couple of weeks later, Turkish Parliamentary Speaker Mustafa Şentop came to Comrat. He encouraged Gagauz 

people to learn Romanian and condemned Russia's aggression towards Ukraine. The Gagauz government-affiliated 

press did not report on these statements. 

“In Gagauzia, all politicians are pro-Russian because Russia is financing these political projects. There is no pro-

European political offer,” says journalist Mihail Sirkeli, from the independent regional media portal nokta.md. (In 

Comrat, I counted at least four billboards advertising his Russian-language political show, The Cost of Freedom.) 

Having Gagauz as a native tongue and speaking both Russian and Romanian fluently, Mihail argues that the solution is 

for political parties entering Gagauzia’s People’s Assembly to be subsidized by the state budget, just like the parties 

that make it into the national parliament in Chișinău. “We need autonomy for Gagauzia to represent Gagauz interests 

and help with regional socio-economic and cultural development, not in order to promote Kremlin interests and Soviet 

nostalgia,” he underscores. “But Gagauz people are currently not demanding this. They don't care about Gagauz 

language or history. Formally, we have three official languages in Gagauzia, but all the laws are adopted and published 

in Russian only.” 

Comment – Russian belligerence has historically centered around Transnistria, with little focus on Gagauzia. This is 

something to maintain awareness of, as Russia is prone to interfering in surrounding political scenario’s if not creating 

conflict and disruption.  
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Containment 

A quiet US move in the Mediterranean may help put more pressure on Russia, but not everyone in 

NATO is happy about it - The US lifted its 35-year-

old arms embargo on the Republic of Cyprus in 

September. 

That could allow Cyprus to receive modern US arms 

and to send its Russian-made weapons to Ukraine. But 

the US decision has rankled Turkey, which is at odds 

with NATO ally Greece over the island. 

The US partially lifted the embargo in 2020, and the 

decision now to lift it fully reflects the shifting 

geopolitical situation in the Eastern Mediterranean 

and is a sign of reduced Russian influence in the 

region. 

Cyprus traditionally had close relations with Moscow, 

which was a major arms provider to Nicosia. The island is also seen as a haven for illicit Russian funds. In 2019, Cyprus 

was the recipient of or an intermediary for some 50% of Russian investment worldwide, according to the Carnegie 

Endowment for International Piece. 

However, in recent years, the Cypriot government has moved closer to the US. 

In 2019, Congress passed the Eastern Mediterranean Security and Energy Partnership Act to increase energy 

cooperation between the US and Cyprus, Israel, and Greece. The three Eastern Mediterranean countries continue to 

have close trilateral collaboration on regional energy and security matters. 

In addition to overlooking the Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus' location allows access to North Africa, the Levant, and 

Asia Minor. 

When the island gained independence from the UK in 1960, the British retained sovereign control of territory there, 

including two military bases that serve as hubs for operations and intelligence-gathering. 

Following Russia's attack on Ukraine in February, Nicosia barred a number of Russian warships from entering its ports, 

scrapping a 2015 agreement that granted Russia naval access to those ports for replenishment. (After the partial 

embargo lift in 2020, the US called on Cyprus to bar Russian warships from its ports to secure further concessions, 

prompting a diplomatic spat between Washington and Moscow.) 

Losing access to Cyprus will force Russian warships to go elsewhere in order to maintain their operations in the region. 

Moscow already has a port in Syria, which it is expanding. 

Closer alignment with the US could also allow Cyprus to send its Russian-made military weapons to Ukraine in exchange 

new US-made arms. 

Cyprus has 82 T-80U tanks, 43 BMP-3 infantry fighting vehicles, and a number air-defense systems, among other 

Russian-made hardware. Sending it to Ukraine would both strengthen Kyiv's defenses and further decouple Nicosia 

from Moscow, analysts say. 
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Cyprus is one of many points of contention between Greece and Turkey, whose worsening relations have worried other 

NATO members. The island is ethnically divided between its majority Greek-Cypriot and minority Turkish-Cypriot 

communities. 

Putin's use of Iranian suicide drones risks dragging Israel into Ukraine conflict - Israel, which has unrivalled 

expertise in tackling Iran's drone program, is now facing immense pressure to join the West in providing military 

technology to Ukraine. 

Putin’s use of Iranian suicide drones in Ukraine risks pulling Israel into the war and has raised the prospect of closer 

nuclear co-operation between Tehran and Moscow. 

In ordering extensive drone attacks on Ukrainian cities, Putin has imported a weapon that has defined the Middle East’s 

conflicts into the heart of Europe. 

Israel, which has unrivalled expertise in tackling Iran’s drone program, is now facing immense pressure to join the 

United States and Europe in providing military technology to Ukraine. 

Kyiv has been urgently lobbying Israel for air defence technology, while one Israeli government minister broke ranks at 

the weekend to publicly endorse armed support for Ukraine, fueling speculation that the country is about to join the 

fray. However, such a move could shatter Israel’s extremely delicate regional relationship with Russia, which for now 

has turned a blind eye to Israeli army operations in Syria against Iranian-backed forces. 

On Sunday, one Israeli minister called on his government to give Ukraine military support. 

Nachman Shai, the diaspora affairs minister, tweeted: “There is no longer any doubt where Israel should stand in this 

bloody conflict. 

“The time has come for Ukraine to receive military aid as well, just as the USA and NATO countries provide.” 

The tweet prompted an angry response from Dmitry Medvedev, the former Russian president, who said that supplying 

weapons would “destroy all bilateral relations between our countries.” 

The EU digs in for two years, with Putin squarely in its sights - The European Union just approved its first-ever 

military training mission to help Ukraine resist the ongoing invasion from Vladimir Putin's Russian military. It could be 

up and running in a matter of weeks, and it's intended to last for at least 24 months.  

The new element will be headquartered in Brussels and will be led by French Navy Vice Adm. Hervé Bléjean. His team 

will have an initial two-year mandate and will operate on a budget of €106,700,000. The ostensible goal is "to 

contribute to enhancing the military capability of Ukraine's Armed Forces to effectively conduct military operations, in 

order to allow Ukraine to defend its territorial integrity within its internationally recognised borders, effectively 

exercise its sovereignty and protect civilians," the EU Council said in a statement Monday. 

"The mission's purpose is to train around 15,000 troops to start with—maybe more, but the first objective is to train 

15,000 troops," said the EU's foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, on Monday. If everything goes according to plan, the 

training mission will be operational by mid-November. The bloc also set aside another tranche of €500 million for 

Ukraine's military, through the European Peace Facility, which raises the bloc's contributions to Kyiv's military to over 

€3 billion so far. 

Kalensky credits Putin's long-running information war with successfully shaping the language and coverage among 

European media of events from the occupation of Crimea and the shooting down of Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 over 

eastern Ukraine in 2014 to the pandemic and last month's "pseudo-referendums" in occupied Ukraine. 
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"I'm afraid that the Russian disinformation war is very competent, very skillful, and can achieve massive results," he 

said, "and I fear that they managed sometimes to influence how we framed the debate -- the voices that 'the more you 

support Ukraine, the bigger the problems will be, that Russia will be angry, and they will do something terrible.'" 

The EU also just approved a €2 billion financial assistance package to Ukraine, and "More will follow by the 

end of the year," said EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen on Tuesday.  

"I want to say clearly: supporting Ukraine remains our first priority," Borrell said Monday. "Putin is losing politically and 

morally. In spite of that, he continues the escalation, including [with] indiscriminate attacks on civilian targets across 

the whole of Ukraine," as happened Monday and again on Tuesday with apparent Iranian-sourced "kamikaze" drones. 

Elon Musk - The world's richest man on Monday rescinded his public request that the Pentagon pay for his satellite 

constellation, Starlink, which is beaming internet down to the Ukrainian military, among thousands of users in the 

invaded country. 

Developing: Both the EU and the Pentagon are reportedly looking for ways to help Elon Musk fund Starlink, which Musk 

said Friday has cost $80 million to date, and could be as much as $20 million each month. "To be precise, 25,300 

terminals were sent to Ukraine, but, at present, only 10,630 are paying for service," Musk tweeted Monday. He also 

replied to Politico's Monday reporting about alleged Pentagon funding by writing, "SpaceX has already withdrawn its 

request." (But Musk said he'll soon add a "donate" option for anyone interested in pitching in.) 

A second opinion: According to Dmitri Alperovitch, writing Friday, "The main issue with the [Elon Musk] Starlink 

controversy is not payment. Clearly SpaceX should get paid for the service they are providing—they are not a charity. 

The key issue is the alleged geofencing on the frontlines, which is impacting Ukrainian counteroffensives." 

What is geofencing? 

Geofencing is the act of creating a virtual boundary a geographic area. This is paired with a software application to 

trigger various pre-programed actions using GPS, RFID, Wi-Fi or cellular data. 

The beauty of geofencing is that most consumers are already ready for it because 92 percent of US smartphones are 

compatible with geofencing technology. 

Iran breaching nuclear deal by providing Russia with armed drones, says UK - Britain has joined France in 

viewing the Iranian supply of armed drones to Russia for devastating use in Ukraine as a breach of Iran’s obligations 

under the 2015 nuclear deal. 

The joint view comes as EU foreign affairs ministers slapped human rights sanctions on the Iranian morality police over 

their handling of street protests and treatment of women. 

The drone strikes continued in Ukraine yesterday, killing three more people, according to the mayor of Kyiv. 

Despite the French-British belief that Iran is breaching the UN security council resolution that endorsed the nuclear 

deal by supplying the drones, there is no immediate plan to refer the issue to the UN, but diplomatic sources said the 

issue was live. 

A spokesperson for the UK said Iran’s supply of drones to Russia constituted a breach of UN security council resolution 

2231, which was unanimously adopted six days after the nuclear deal was signed in Vienna and called on UN member 

states to refrain “from actions that undermine implementation of commitments”. 

If anything, sanctions against Iran in this regards will need to be from individual countries. 
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Something fishy in the Baltics….. 

Gaping Holes Found In Nord Stream Pipelines As Probes Continue - "Powerful explosions" left gaping holes in 

the pipelines, investigators said as they look to see whether sabotage is to blame for leaks found last month. 

Four holes were found in the Nord Stream 1 and 2 pipelines on September 26. With Europe already rife with concerns 

about energy supplies this winter amid supply cuts from Russia as it wages war against Ukraine, world leaders -- 

including from Russia -- have called the damage sabotage. 

Copenhagen police said on October 17 that they were investigating the damage with Denmark's Security and 

Intelligence Service after seismologists in the country said they had registered tremors -- which did not resemble those 

seen during earthquakes -- in the vicinity of the leaks measuring as much as 2.3 on the Richter scale. 

"It is still too early to say anything about the framework under which the international cooperation with e.g. Sweden 

and Germany will run, as it depends on several factors," the Copenhagen police said in a statement. 

Swedish investigators have already said they found two holes in the pipeline. 

The Swedish daily Expressen published video and pictures on October 17 showing metal and a wide-open pipeline with 

at least 50 meters missing in murky waters at the bottom of the Baltic Sea. 

"It is only an extreme force that can bend metal that thick in the way we are seeing," Trond Larsen, who piloted the 

submersible drone which captured the video, told Expressen. 

The leaks along the pipelines in the Swedish and Danish exclusive economic zones in the Baltic Sea lasted about a week, 

discharging huge amounts of methane into the air. 

Sanctions 

Several banks in Kyrgyzstan have suspended the use of Russian Mir payment cards following similar moves 

by banks in neighboring Central Asian nations. 

China changing on supplying Russia commercial airline spares – China, after contracting to supply Russian 

commercial airlines with spares for their aircraft, has now decided not to do so. No reason has been given but the 

spares are not going to Russia. 

Declare Russia a Terrorist State 

Estonian lawmakers declare Russia 'terrorist regime' over Ukraine actions - Estonian lawmakers have 

declared Russia a "terrorist regime" over its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine and moves it has made since, including the 

illegal annexation of parts of Ukraine and thinly veiled threats by President Vladimir Putin concerning the possible use 

of nuclear weapons. 

Members of the Riigikogu, Estonia's parliament, voted 88-0, with three abstentions, on October 18 in favor of the 

declaration, which says the country "will never recognize the violation of the territorial integrity of Ukraine through 

aggression and sham referendums." 

"The Riigikogu declares Russia a terrorist regime and the Russian Federation a country that supports terrorism, whose 

actions we must confront together. The Riigikogu calls on the international community to adopt similar declarations," a 

statement said. 
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Impacts 

'It's time to ignore' the traps: disinformation expert says Kremlin's 'empty threats' have paralyzed the 

west - A prominent Czech expert on disinformation and "hybrid threats" says that while the West spent years 

underestimating the danger emanating from Moscow, a resolute response to Russia's invasion of Ukraine and its 

"nuclear blackmail" could help reverse years of "paralysis" in the face of "empty threats" oft-repeated by the Kremlin. 

Jakub Kalensky of the European Center of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats (Hybrid CoE), a Helsinki think tank 

established by the European Union and NATO, says allowing worst-case fears of Russian President Vladimir Putin's 

actions to steer responses to the invasion of Ukraine would be a mistake. 

"Taken abstractly, the threat of a nuclear strike is obviously something absolutely horrible," Kalensky told RFE/RL's 

Georgian Service this month in a wide-ranging interview. "However, I really do not want us to fall for the trap and start 

discussing what happens if Putin does it [uses nuclear weapons], because I believe that this is only helping Putin in his 

work to spread fear of the consequences of opposing the Kremlin's unlawful, criminal, genocidal aggression." 

'15 Years Of Empty Threats' 

Kalensky was a founder of the EU's East StratCom Task Force, set up in 2015 to counter Russian disinformation after the 

occupation and annexation of Crimea, and its flagship EUvsDisinfo database. Until recently, he was a senior fellow at 

the Atlantic Council's Digital Forensic Research Lab (DFRLab). 

He cites more than a decade of Russian aggression, beginning with a cyberattack on Estonia in 2007 from Russian IP 

addresses, continuing through Russia's five-day war to support breakaway regions of Georgia in 2008, and then the 

occupation of Crimea along with Russian support for separatists in eastern Ukraine. 

"As a disinformation or propaganda specialist, what I see is 15 years of empty threats being used over and over and 

over again [by Moscow] simply because they are paralyzing us," Kalensky said. "So all I'm saying is that we shouldn't fall 

for this trap, because that only helps Putin to achieve his goal, and it harms Ukrainians who are actually fighting for our 

European or Euro-Atlantic values." 

Disinformation is a key component of what's become known as "hybrid" warfare, a 21st-century term for a military 

strategy that employs covert digital and high-tech tactics including cyberattacks, as well as armed proxy groups and 

military posturing. 

Since 2015, more than 500 retired U.S. military personnel have taken lucrative jobs working for foreign 

governments like the Saudis, Craig Whitlock and Nate Jones report for the Washington Post, culminating a two-

year legal battle with the Pentagon to obtain records. And the records show a perhaps surprising number of generals 

and admirals have been working on behalf of nations and leaders known for human rights abuses and political 

repression—some of whom appear to have not obtained official approval for their work abroad. 

Several have earned seven-figure salaries in their roles, and most worked for Middle Eastern monarchies like Saudi 

Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and others. (None have worked for China, North Korea, Iran, Cuba or Venezuela; and 

just one worked for Russia.)(Comment – It was stated earlier this morning in a different forum that 500 senior retired 

British fighter pilots have been instructing Chinese air force trainee pilots on very lucrative personal contracts – see 

article below). 

Examples include Marine Gen. James L. Jones, Army Gen. Keith Alexander, Army Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, Air Force Gen. 

Charles Wald, Army Lt. Gen. Michael Barbero, Marine Maj. Gen. Arnold Punaro, Air Force Brig. Gen. John Doucette, and   
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One reason it matters: "[M]any military retirees take foreign jobs or gifts without notifying the U.S. government at all," 

Whitlock and Jones write, and "The armed forces and the State Department have no mechanism to identify such 

cases." That would seem to suggest to those interested in cashing in that "Unless rulebreakers come to public 

attention—as did [Mike] Flynn [with Russia]—or someone reports them, they have no reason to fear getting in 

trouble." 

Another reason to shine a light on the issue: According to the U.S. district judge who approved the release of some of 

these records in September, "the public has a right to know if high-ranking military leaders are taking advantage of 

their stations—or might be perceived to be doing so—to create employment opportunities with foreign governments in 

retirement." Check out the rest of this #LongRead, here. 

UK takes steps to stop China recruiting its military pilots - The UK government said earlier today it was taking 

"decisive steps" to stop China from luring former and serving British pilots to train People's Liberation Army (PLA) 

military personnel. 

British broadcasters Sky News and the BBC reported that up 30 former pilots are thought to have gone on train PLA 

pilots. "There is no secret in their attempt to gain access to our secrets, and their recruitment of our pilots in order to 

understand the capabilities of our air force is clearly a concern to us," Armed forces minister James Heappey told Sky. 

He added the pilots involved have been warned to quit. Although pilots are not currently prohibited by law to carry out 

training, the Ministry of Defense is moving to make it an offense.  

"We are going to put into law that once people have been given that warning, it would become an offense to then go 

forward and continue with that training," Heappey said. 

"The new National Security Bill will create additional tools to tackle contemporary security challenge, including this 

one," a spokesperson of the Ministry of Defense said. 

In the meantime, the UK's defense ministry was "reviewing the use of confidentiality contracts and non-disclosure 

agreements", adding that all serving and former personnel are subject to the Official Secrets Act. 

The law prohibits UK public servants from sharing state secrets with foreign powers. 

China 

China's desired military future: Better, faster, stronger. Xi Jinping opened the Chinese Communist Party's 

congress meeting Sunday with a call for more rapid military development, the Associated Press reported from Beijing. 

"We will work faster to modernize military theory, personnel, and weapons. We will enhance the military's strategic 

capabilities," Xi said in a speech that also included several references to his slogan of the "rejuvenation of the Chinese 

nation." The military must "safeguard China's dignity and core interests," he said. 

Xi is expected to secure his third five-year term during the congress meeting, a break from the tradition of previous 

leaders bowing out after two terms. BBC News has more on "How Xi Jinping made himself unchallengeable," noting 

that he overhauled the country's military structure in 2015. 

China is wont to declare that they use more steel in newly-laid naval vessel hulls, than the US uses for everything 

possible in America, including its own naval requirements – every year! 

But they still believe they are not ready to take on the US naval force, that they will lose this theater. So, what they 

have done to counter this is (i) arm numbers of fishing vessels with rail guns, (a rail gun is a linear motor device, 

typically designed as a weapon, that uses electromagnetic force to launch high velocity projectiles capable of flying at 
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Mach 8.8), (ii) stationed these vessels all around the South China Sea and close to US and US-Allied positions (knowing 

the US First Island Chain Offensive Plan), (iii) created a number of man-made islands with technology they developed 

decades ago to take virgin coral reefs and build from there, and (iv) positioned Dongfeng and other missiles on these 

islands (These are a family of short, medium, intermediate-range and intercontinental ballistic missiles). 

They believe that they do not need to reach the US in “Phase 3” of any conflict merely Tokyo, Seoul and other US-

aligned national capital cities. This reduces the required missile range to under 1,000 miles to be effective. 

They do have longer-range missiles, but that is for “Phase 4.” 

Chinese miracle coming to an end? – The drop in demand for consumer goods is hurting China, boosted by the 

threat of a dependent and narrow marketplace. The “Chinese Miracle” is under threat. 

As we depicted in previous Updates, China has a demographic challenge of the hugest proportion – 90% of the 

population earning meager wages, no better off than the poor in Nigeria. 1.2 billion Chinese are poverty-stricken. 

Chinese manufacturing facilities and economic zones are no more than extensions of the American and EU economies 

and market places. 

China sells to the US and EU, and not to Chinese markets. An estimated two-thirds of their foreign exchange comes 

from these two far-away markets. Their entire manufacturing focus is on the export sector, not internal sales. 

This makes them extremely dependent upon demand for these sales and on the goodwill of US and EU customers. 

An enormous part of the whole “Chinese Myth” is built upon this single pedestal – money coming in from foreign sales. 

Without it, they collapse. We have been speaking about this scenario for the past eight months in our Updates. It is 

now reaching a crucial point. 

China is doing a complete re-think on its BRI plans and targeting smaller and more secure cash outflow destinations. BRI 

is a strategic plan to capture vast swathes of customers for a Chinese-driven manufacturing base. Compare it to the 

British Empire where Britain imported raw materials from the empire and exported finished goods back to them for 

enormous profit. 

Witness the South African jewelry market where, despite being a mega-miner of diamonds, they import the finished 

product from Britain and primarily Italy. The American War of Independence has some of its origins in the commercial 

trading practices of the British “lords” in London. 

Some 90% of Chinese nationals earn meager wages similar to Nigerian workers. They cannot buy Chinese goods, they 

do not have the money. China forcibly moved, or at best coerced them, from the hinterland into manufactured cities to 

provide labor for this “Chinese Miracle.” 

Any downturn in demand sees labor being laid off, and the money chain from these workers back to their brethren in 

the hinterland dries up - a recipe for another 1949 “Great March.”  

This is the Chinese government’s greatest fear, another revolution. 

The Chinese PLA – People’s Liberation Army -  is just what its title says it is – liberators of the Chinese people. It is 

geared to suppressing these people, not to invading or defending foreign lands. It is an inward-facing organization. 

China is desperately trying to change this PLA focus and orientation. But that takes time and money, both rapidly fading 

as we speak. 
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The moment the US and the EU stop buying Chinese goods, is the moment the myth explodes. The Chinese know this, 

as do their (state) customers. 

It needn’t be dramatic. China’s GDP estimates have dropped throughout the COVID-19 and 2022 periods. Should the US 

and EU decide to constrict Chinese manufacturing demand, by upping interest rates or other changes within their 

economic powers of ability and shrink the Chinese GDP number down by a percent or two, this will be catastrophic for 

the Chinese economy. 

China is now trying feverishly to stimulate an internal economy of demand.  

But this requires capital for developers and industrial entities. To obtain a loan in China to expand or create a business 

most often requires land as security. 

So Chinese industrialists and businesspeople have been moving into agrarian zones through governmental coercion, 

demarcating virgin land as industrial, and then buying these up and using them as loan collateral. 

But this has outraged Chinese farmers and common country folk, invoking Government intervention. 

Chinese banks are in dire straits, faced with mortgage payment refusal by a rising number of home buyers and a 

plethora of other economic woes. 

From personal experience, a previous partner of mine (Chinese albeit an American citizen), once explained to me how 

this is done. The Chinese government sequestrated land along their seaboard, parceling it up and allocating the 

tranches of virgin land to industrialists like my ex-partner. 

These industrialists, now American citizens, enter the US economic market, buy a dormant company, reverse-engineer 

it and float it – with the promise of investor reward linked to the “Chinese Miracle.” 

Americans flocked to the idea, buying into the “Miracle” myth, pumping huge amounts of money into Chinese 

construction. A miracle is certainly was, in the scale and speed with which they expanded their “concrete” reach 

throughout China. It sounded, and was, very lucrative and attractive as an investment for Americans. 

My partner was one of many such Chinese businessmen, most of whom took out US citizenship, despite close affiliation 

with the Chinese state and in some cases, having family members in senior positions within the Chinese government. 

These Sino-Americans then split the revenue of their NYSE-floated enterprises, taking a quarter for themselves and 

repatriating the remaining three quarters to China for this construction miracle. And so they all became billionaires in 

the process. And being a billionaire gives you access to other markets and circles of influence. 

And so China obtained American money for their expansion (in part). All the while controlling these “Sino-American” 

wealth trails because their activity base is in China, as are their families. 

And when it came time to inject further capital into the “Chinese Miracle” when inbound funds ran low or sanctions bit, 

these Sino-Americans were instructed to return their “personal” capital to Chinese shores. 

And if they did not, we know what happened. 

It is a fine balance for China, because not only do they need to stimulate internal demand, they also need to invest in 

the American and EU economies in order to protect them and spur growth, and with that growth, increased demand 

for their manufacturing output, driving up foreign exchange receipts and loading more cash into the PBoC – Peoples 

Bank of China. 

Now we can see why their BRI – Belt Road Initiative – is so important to them. It is designed to create an empire of 

demand, demand for Chinese goods, materials and investment. They allocated a US$1 trillion fund to this end. 
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China has been graduating huge numbers of construction engineers, economic advisors, doctors and the like – all 

geared to using them for foreign state development. 

Witness Kenya of late.  

As reported by George Downs of the WSJ, Kenya awarded the Chinese a contract to construct their SGR (Standard 

Gauge Railway) from  Mombasa through Uganda and into Rwanda, opening an African interior for Chinese commercial 

exploitation. 

Kenya borrowed US$3.6 billion from the Chinese Import-Export Bank, a wholly-owned Chinese State institution. The 

premise being that rail traffic would allow Kenya to pay back the loan.  

The Chinese objective was to (i) buy favor with a foreign African state, (ii) expand their BRI and (iii) create a new 

commercial market for their goods. 

But this didn’t happen, with Kenya losing some US$200 million per year on the project. A road ran in parallel to the rail 

line, so the port of Mombasa restricted traffic solely to rail, triggering massive riots with truck drivers and businessmen 

putting huge pressure on the Kenyan government, who collapsed and rescinded the port order. 

And now they cannot pay the loan back, still owing around US$3 billion.  

China not only loaned them the money to construct the project, but also exported to Kenya the cement, steel and all 

materials required in the construction. Plus they charged for the planning and technical input. China won all the way 

around. 

This failure, shortsighted as it may have been, coupled with similar investments around the globe – Sri Lanka and 

Pakistan as further examples - has caused the Chinese government to reign in their loans and figure out a different 

path, one that requires smaller loans and projects. 

Why, because they are running out of funds, demand is shrinking, and sanctions are beginning to bite. 

And do not forget the chip war against them. That brings Taiwan into extremely tight focus for all parties. 

In the Chinese Communist Congress of last week where Xi was re-elected to another term as President, it is clear that 

they are changing course. 

A desire to create a bi-polar and new economic globe is not going to be as easy as initially thought.  

Russia is a strategic partner in this new bi-polar universe, but they are heading to bankruptcy through their Ukrainian 

escapade and a position of lapsed geopolitical influence in the ex-Soviet theater.  

Formerly capable of coercing Asian ex-Soviet states into this union, this now looks now fraught, with these states 

gravitating westward (a prime example - French president Macron this week leading peace talks between Azerbaijan 

and Armenia, previously an exclusive Russian role),  

A global recession is looming (one needn’t go to war in order to weaken an adversary), and China is developmentally 

reaching the point where Japan was in 1991/2.  

Japan was the “Economic Miracle” back then, until a US recession created a collapse and a Japanese crash. 

Japan then started investing heavily in the US – why? – because it was a better investing environ than Japan. The same 

happened when Southeast Asia experienced a collapse. 

And now China is investing heavily in the US. 
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So China is looking to pivot. The “Chinese Myth” phase looks like it is ending. But China is a major player full of 

invention and intrigue, they will surface a patient, well-thought out plan, different from the past. 

This is not the first time China has needed to pivot, in 1949 they emulated the Marxist model, playing a lesser role than 

Russia in the relationship. After 5-odd years they opted to distance themselves from the experience, finding it didn’t 

quite fit what Mao was intending. 

This led to conflict between the two countries. China followed its own course. 

But this also later needed revision, so once again China pivoted. 

This time to the US and the western model. But the primary difference was that their model would be centrally-

controlled whereas the western model was private-capital-controlled. 

Under Xi, state control of the Chinese economy has accelerated significantly – see below. 

Nixon and the West really believed that China was opening up and exploitable for western investment. China really 

believed they could use this détente as a Chinese-controlled method of opening their country to needed development, 

but subject to Communist Party control. 

They loosened restrictions and allowed individual Chinese investors to prosper - and prosper they did – provided they 

didn’t meddle in government matters. There ensued a period where Chinese billionaires popped up everywhere. 

Everything was fine – until some twenty years on both realized that they had seriously mis-judged one another. Leading 

us to where we are today. 

But China has proved it can pivot, and pivot in a fundamental and huge way. 

(Extractions from George Friedman article included) 
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